Tim flach

‘I want to inform people without
being moralising. I hope I have a
sense of my own limitations.’
by Justin Quirk

Can you start by telling us about that title – how you arrived at it and what it means?
I think that it’s really a whole distinction of asking ‘are we animals, or not animals?’ The
boundaries about where they are in relation to us, and how that determines how we act. But
a lot of the most recent research suggests that animals, particularly primates, have levels of
comprehension we would never have understood. If you go to London Zoo today you don’t get
elephant ride and chimp tea parties – the values have changed. When we’ve got a species of 7bn,
the success of humans as a species is posing conundrums to us that we never previously dealt with.
What practical difficulties are there around working like this with animals?
The difficulty is with getting the creative idea in place. [But when it comes to shooting] in the
relationship between say owner and dog, you have to nurture both parties quite well. If the owner
gets stressed, the dog gets stressed. So you start by doing research around behaviour, asking as
many questions as you can, that is implicit in what I do. And when you get to the situation, things
reveal themselves that are more intriguing. Picasso said ‘I don’t search, I find.’ You must be able
to see something that reveals itself, and recognise it. Working with an animal there’s always the
recognition that you can’t control it. But that’s true of anything.
There’s often a tendency with humans to anthropomorphise animals when we look at them. Is that
something that you’re conscious of, or that you try to avoid?
I don’t think you can avoid it. Actually, the more interesting word is anthropocentrism – that
inevitably we centralise everything around us, that’s always a part of what I do when I work. That’s
always the underlying tendency. Anthropomorphise tends to conjure up other things – cute animals
being used to advertise. We can’t appropriate things without projecting our emotions onto them and
seeing things which aren’t there – for instance, we see white spots on the front of a cockroach, or
the gills on a baby skate which we read as eyes when they’re not. I do exploit that – I’m not cynical,
but it does bring up the idea of how we relate to these things. At a time when most of us don’t keep
animals other than ‘companion animals’, we’re moving to a more virtual world where our experience
of animals is through TV shows etc. And here I am, taking them out of their context and quite often
mapping a style of human portraiture over them. It almost produces a sense of hyper-reality.
Did you grow up around animals yourself?
I grew up in the country originally. It’s not that we now have less interest in animals, but we’re
not feeding them the grain every morning.
What’s your set up other than the Hasselblad H4D?
I combine it with a system that Hasselblad has a relationship to – broncolor, which I’ve used for
25 years. This plays an important role because often my subject’s on the move, so I benefit greatly
from the high flash duration.
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What is it about the Hasselblad that works for you?
Apart from the fact I want to bring the form of the subject matter closer, it allows me to have the
option to work the image up to a much bigger scale than I otherwise would. For example for some
work I’m putting together for a gallery exhibition right now one print is going to be 10 feet long
and we need all the benefit we can from the capture. Much of my work is close in at the studio
where the wider-angle lenses perform particularly well.
Do you do much in post-production?
I use things for tonal changes, to navigate the eye through, but I respect greatly what was in
front of the camera. Whoever comes to a photo will find different things to me, so if I start removing
things I’m denuding the image. I change tonal value, but I think to not care about the original
document is problematic.
What was your aim with this book? These issues around ecology and the natural world are very
current – are you looking to make a point, be didactic?
The didactic thing is very true. It’s an illustrated book in that it’s there to be placed in front of a
broad audience. It’s not there just for a small run through my gallery or in an academic context.
It’s intended to bring ideas and debates to a broad audience through aesthetically-based, ‘pretty
pictures’.
I’m trying not to make a judgment or polarise the debate, but I give you the information, I give
you the reference so you can read more on it. I show how a jellyfish is causing the collapse of
fishing, or how a harlequin ladybird has been used by us as biocontrol, but absolutely I want to
inform people without being moralising. I hope I have a sense of my own limitations.
Was there one shot in the book that was particularly difficult?
The panda was quite problematic because of officialdom, language and the relatively small
window we had to work in. Hasselblad helped me get equipment there but… one of the Chinese
assistants went into a breeding area without protective clothing and caused an ill feeling across the
programme. So someone got into trouble, closed things down on us. You get these situations.
Is there any animal you want to shoot which you haven’t been able to so far?
I always trace back to what it is that I’m trying to communicate and the technology should
facilitate the idea. It’s about how I can use photography as a medium, rather than ‘what animal
can I track down?’ My mind’s always occupied with what I’m trying to say, and how I can
communicate that and make it useful. Although I would love to do something like the bird of
paradise that Attenborough attempted on several occasions to film, I would need a very good
reason for doing it – not just chasing it down for the sake of it. I’d go down that road, but I’d have
to be able to justify spending six months on that to myself.
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Giant Panda
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.62-63
East Coast Sea Nettles
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.68
Bengal Tiger
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.58-59
Orangutan Hybrid
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.64
Royal White Tiger
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.69
Golden Tabby Tiger
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.60
Southern Three-banded Armadillo
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.65
Snow White Tiger
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.70-71
Peafowl
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.61
Southern Three-Banded Armadillo
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.66-67
Egyptian Fruit Bat
2012
Color Coupler Print

p.72
Featherless Chicken
2012
Color Coupler Print

Tim Flach uses the Hasselblad H4D-50/-60 with HTS 1.5, HCD 35-90mm, HC 35mm, HC 80mm,
HC 100mm, HC 120mm, HC 150mm lenses, Proshade and Phocus Software
www.timflach.com
© Tim Flach
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